
RIDDLES 5

1. Verb Present Ends In S

2. Noun

3. Noun Plural

4. Body Part Plural

5. Noun

6. Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Noun

10. Number

11. Noun

12. Verb Present Ends In Ing

13. Adjective

14. Noun

15. Noun

16. Noun

17. Adjective

18. Beverage
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RIDDLES 5

Q: What is always on its way but never Verb Present ends in S ?

A: Noun .

Q: Two girls were born to the same mother, on the same day, at the same time, in the same month and year, and

yet they're not twins. How can this be?

A: The two babies are two of a set of Noun Plural .

Q: What has a bottom at the top?

A: Your body part plural .

Q: What can you catch but never throw?

A: A Noun .

Q: What has many teeth but cannot bite?



A: A Noun .

Q: What has branches, but no fruit, trunk, or leaves?

A: A Noun .

Q: What thrives when you feed it but dies when you water it?

A: A Noun .

Q: What do you buy to eat but never consume?

A: Noun .

Q: Two fathers and two sons are in a car, yet there are only number people in the car. How?

A: They are Noun , father, and son.

Q: A bus driver goes the wrong way down a one-way street. He passes the cops, but they don't stop him. Why?



A: He was Verb Present ends in ING .

Q: If an electric train is traveling south, then which way is the smoke going?

A: There is no smoke--it's an Adjective Noun .

Q: Where is the only place where today comes before yesterday?

A: The Noun .

Q: What can you put in a bucket to make it weigh less?

A: A Noun .

Q: How can kids drink beer and not get drunk?

A: By sticking to Adjective beverage .
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